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Coiled Stiletto Earrings

 matErialS:
Liver-of-sulfur (or a hard-boiled egg)
20-gauge half hard round sterling wire, 7” 
26-gauge round sterling wire, 2’6”
1 pair sterling silver ear wires
1 1/2” sterling silver head pins, 2 
2 beads

 toolS: 
Flat nose pliers
Round nose pliers
Flush cutters
Nylon jaw pliers (optional)
Ruler
Fine steel wool (or a polishing cloth)

 tEChniquES
Wirework

Simple in design, but bold on your ears, these 
earrings are a great way to practice the basic 
wire working skills of creating wrapped loops 
and coiling. If you love big earrings, but 
the feminine chandelier is too fussy for your 
look, this antiqued stiletto provides an earthy 
alternative. 

Create the earrings as shown or play with 
different wire and dangles to make them fit 
your style.

Photo of finished piece by Todd Murray; all 
other photos courtesy of the author.

Sterling wire and findings from Halstead 
Bead; tools from Jatayu; faceted agate 
diamond beads from Zuma Beach Bead Co.

by Catherine hodge
Simple drama.
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Cut two 3-1/2” lengths of 20-gauge round wire. To straighten the 
wire, run it through nylon jaw pliers or between your fingers while applying 
moderate pressure. Use flat nose pliers to bend the wires at right angles 1” 
from each end. At this point, each wire will resemble a “Z” as seen in the 
background of the first photograph. 

Use round nose pliers to make a wrapped loop at each bend made in 
Step 1. 

Trim any excess wire with flush cutters. Use round nose pliers to press 
the wire ends down. 

Cut a 1’ 3” length of 26-gauge round wire. Straighten the wire slowly 
and carefully, as this finer gauge can kink easily. Hook the wire around the 
center of the 20-gauge component.

Use your dominant hand to coil one end of the wire around the 
20-gauge base. Your other hand should hold the free end and the component 
to keep the base steady. For best results when coiling, maintain an even, 
firm tension and be sure to check that the coiling is tight as you work.

You should not be able to see the 20-gauge wire under the 26-gauge 
coil. If gaps form while coiling, use your fingernail to press them together 
tightly. Continue coiling down the base until you reach the wrapped loop.
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Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

Step 10

Coil the remaining 26-gauge tail down to the wrapped loop on the 
opposite end. When you have finished coiling, trim the excess 26-gauge 
wire close to the wrapped loops. Gently press the ends of the 26-gauge wire 
down using your round nose pliers.

Thread one bead on a headpin. Use your flat nose pliers to make a 
90° angle above the bead. Use your round nose pliers to create the eye of 
a wrapped loop, but do not wrap yet. Repeat with your second bead and 
headpin.

Slide one end of the base components into the eye that you created 
in Steps 4-5.

Finish wrapping the loop on the headpin. Cut the tail flush and press the end down gently. 

Step 11 Attach an ear wire to the wrapped loop at the other end of the 
20-gauge wire. 
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Step 12

Step 13

Step 14

Step 15

To achieve the earthy, antiqued effect, you need to oxidize your piece. 
Use liver-of-sulfur to darken, and fine steel wool to remove the darkness. If 
you do not have liver-of-sulfur for this step, you can use a hard boiled egg. 
Remove the shell, cut the egg into quarters and place in a sealed container 
with your earrings.

Remove the earrings when you are happy with the level of 
oxidation. 

Polish your earrings with a tarnish removing cloth. 

Use the following variation if you desire a delicate coiled stiletto: In Step 1, cut a 2-3/4” piece of 20-gauge 
wire. In Step 4, use 8” of 26-gauge wire. Use faceted, pointy-back gemstones for the dangles instead of chunky beads. 
Substitute a stardust post earring finding (available through Halstead Bead Co.) for the ear wire. Do not oxidize. 

CATHERINE HODGE is a jewelry designer 
who resides in Michigan with her husband 
and son. Cultural photographs, vintage 
jewelry, and everyday people are her current 
inspirations. She believes every woman can 
use jewelry to capture her own unique style 
and enjoys working with clients to create 
expressive pieces.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdsw

